Highlights Summary 2017
All divisions of the business achieved performance
improvements in 2017. Trading conditions were helped
by a reduction in global milk supplies and product
availability. We were able to take advantage of this
through our efficient processing capabilities and our
worldwide market presence.
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To thrive in competitive global markets, dairy
processors need to have the best access to
those markets and this requires scale and
low cost manufacturing facilities. Lakeland
Dairies now has exactly that, thanks to our
strategy, investments, and the exceptionally
high quality output of our milk producers. We
are processing large volumes of value-added
dairy products in a lean and highly-automated
operation, and in an organisation where every
aspect of the business is being honed to
ensure it delivers the best results.
With the investments we have made, we
are now in a position to process more milk
than ever before. Our five year strategic
plan envisages Lakeland Dairies achieving
sustainable, profitable annual revenues of
over €1bn by 2021. This will require a specific
focus on business performance improvements
through continuous innovation, organisational
development and further enhancements in
operational efficiency. This will be designed
to ensure that we will not just meet, but will
always exceed, the expectations of our many
valued customers in markets around the
world. We will do this while also advancing
the strength, success and sustainability of
co-operative dairy farmers who are the
stakeholders and the bedrock on which
Lakeland Dairies is built.



Milk volumes increased to over 1.2 bn litres,
reflecting ongoing expansion by milk producers
and a full year of milk supply in 2017 from Fane
Valley milk producers.



Lakeland Dairies has invested in excellent
facilities to support dairy farmers to the
maximum possible into the future, without levies
or sharing up.



Bailieboro Dryer Number 3 was officially opened
and is now producing record volumes of over
200,000 tonnes of milk powders and butter
products for worldwide export.

 The efficiencies we are achieving enabled us to
remove milk collection charges, providing an
overall benefit of €5 million in reduced costs
annually to our milk suppliers.


Lakeland Dairies welcomed 30 new entrants to
milk production during 2017 (200 since 2013).



Lakeland Agri began an upgrade programme at
our Lough Egish mill to include new technology
and an expansion in manufacturing capacity.
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before Tax

€117.6m
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COUNTRIES

80
EBIDTA €32.6m
EARNINGS BEFORE INTEREST,
DEPRECIATION, TAX, AMORTISATION

Food Ingredients €468.4m
Foodservice €239.8m
AgriTrading €61.7m

Milk
Processed

1.2 bn Litres

